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PERSONALS

ONLY 7 MORE issues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for ~he
next day's paper, Stop by Marron Hall, Room lOS tO
place your ad,
04/28
CONTACTS?17 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
tfn
Casey Optical Company. 2SS-8736
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization,· abortion. Right to Choose,
294-01?1.
04/28
GENERAL (:INEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
tfn
now available, SUB Box Office, $2.SO.
CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!
tfn

LOST: Tl SR40 Calculator. Reward. Call Eric, 268029l.
04/2l
LOST: GRE~N WALLET, Please return to Marron
HalliOl.
04/19
FOUND: 97 LBS, of the mos~ beautiful girl in the

...

·

04/19
PUZZLE RING LOST near SUB. $40 reward. 2ll4364.
04/19

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? ,.More Acts of Passion"
QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
Eue coming! What an escape from the frustrations of
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
impending final exams! See six more one~act plays in.
04/29
scholastic, Charts & tables. 345·2125.
UNM's Experimental Theatre Aprll24..29.
04/21
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
PERRY'S PIZZA, DEEP DISH Pizza by the slice
now 3-mlnute Passport Photos. No appointment,
and pan. WE DELIVER, 0111 843-97lO, (Across
268-8lll.
tfn
from UNM),
04/21
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
u . NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL ~eru; (great for ice
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
~ tea)-- Bongs (20 per cent of!), tobacco pipes (up to 40
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
0.. percent ofl)··cigareue lighters (20 per cent off),
ACCURATE
TYPING
BY
professional,
242-2266.
Transparent window decals (rainbows), All at Pipe &
04/21
04/28
, Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE, M-F 8·6.
SUMMER-STORAGE FOR your goods, Bring this
ANNOUNCING, W .G. GANZER LA d~signer of
ad for' special $9.38 per month 5 X 7 unit. 242-1100,
contemporary gold & silver jewelry, now located at
0412S
U-Stor-lt Corp.
?ipe & Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE, 268-7S78.
04/21
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/Zl
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-otcademic introduction to lhe Art of Filmmaking
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Pobenmm,
Discount Prices. 881-421.3.
04/28
266-0863, afternoons,
04/28
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC typing. After 6 pm. 883PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
7960.
04/19
E~pert custom black-and·white processing, printing.
VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT engines, tranFine-grain or push-processing of film. Contact she ...ts
smissions, carbs. Mike 247-9083.
04/20
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
SUPER
TUNE-UPS,
$10,
You
buy
parts,
Bob,
26lmounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
40l4,265-3225.
04/21
prices. Advice if asked. A-Photographer, 265·2444,
BICYCLES! I! BEFORE YOU buy a bicycle, check
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04/28
out
our prices & quality at The Bike Shop, 81 J Yale
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1D photos. Lowest
SE, 842-9100.
04/24
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Cali26S-2444 or come
04/28 . TYPING, TRANSCRIBING--296-) 138 after 3,;00.
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
04/28
HI LEONARD.
04/24
PREPARE
FOR
the
Rio
Grande
BICYCLES!!!
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
Valley Tour. This week's repair special is a must!!
campaign work with "People for Pete Domenicl."
04/24
For details, The Bike Shop, 842·9100._
Ca!l268-2476.
'
04/28
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonight. Eve"ry Wednesday
is special drink nite,
04/19
"HONOR MARRlES RON, seduces Ward, and
04/19
loves Leeds.'' THE WAGER.
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE wllh our tools and
stands. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Co-op,l06 G!rardSE,Room 117,265-5170.
04/28
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hihon
04121
Jon, April21,22,23.
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets? They're good at any O.C.
theater In the US. for up to 1 yr. $2.50 at the SUB
t fn
Box Office,
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychiatrist
Dan Dansak, Physician for the mind, man for the
soul, on death and dying April 26, 1978, 7:30pm,
Biolo8Y I 00.
04/2l
LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal service, Free
ID engraving. Free safety inspection. Low prices,
tool Water bottle with mount: only $1.75. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 orr. Expert repairs. Richmond
Bicycle Supply, 266-1611, Kevin.
04/26
SAVE THE SEALS MEETING---ANBank, Central
and Washington. Thursday, April 20th at 7:30pm.
For iorormation-883·3789.
04/20

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the: Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
"
LOST: BLACK CARD case with UNM I D's, military
ID'sj and other miscellaneous cards. Need
desperately. No questions asked. Jane Quesnel, 243·
2368.
. 04/21
I FOUND SOME BABY clothes and pants in the east
parking lot. Please identify, Call Tina, 268-7510.

04119
FOUND: SHEPHERD-AUSTRALIAN shepherd
cross'l Male puppy, 4/11, Mitchell Hall area.
Looking for his master. Call 34S·3835. He's waiting
foryou.
04/19
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on campus.
Call 277-32l6 or 268-5279, ask for Meave.
04/24
,FOUND: LADiES WATCH, Westclox. Found near
Grand& University. Call 766-7636, ask for Lenora.
04/21

5.

4. HOUSING
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food. Car_,peted, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
Ash NE, 243-288 I.
04119
VISITING PROFESSOR AND family, very stable,
from Canada, wishes to rent 3 or 4 bedroom house,
furnished, for summer months. Call265-0146, 04/19
STUDENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, klds, pets, SISO, 262·1751, Valley
04/21
Rentals, $30 fee.
BIKE TO CLASS, fully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pets $115. 262~17!il, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc,
04/21
BEAT THIS 1 bedroom, coUage, appliances,S3!i, no
lease. Call262~1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 04/21
ROOMY 1 BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call 898-l2l4.
04/28
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean quiet place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids.
04/21
883-81ll.
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
co-ed residence near campus, 3 meals daily, single &
double rooms. 247_2515 •
04121
2·BDRM, DEN, HOUSE w/FP, large yard, freshly
decorated. Real nice1 Near UNM/Basc:s, $325/mo.,
$125 DO. 3825 Anderson SE. Call 2S6~9013 for
excluslvesllowing,
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTED BY May I. SI4S includes
utilities. Looking for responsible, neat female to
04/24
share my house, Carole, 262-0S06.
TIDY GIRL ROOMER, to share house & patio with
elderly lady; no furniture, own room, kitchen
04119
priviledges. SlOO/mo. 268-5 20l.
ROOMMATE WANTED MAY through August.
S75.00 monthly. Ca11266-9222.
04/25
FOR SUMMER. RtSPDNSJnLJ: and experienced
child-care help for S and tO year old afler 3:00 pm
and some evet\ings in exchange for room and board.
Basement apl, separate entrance, close to University.
Car necessary, personal and work references
required. Call Landau;s after 8 pm, 255·263!i. 04/28
WANTED~-CLEAN, QUIET person to share house;
partially furnishedj front and back yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call255-5735.
04/28

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS--Brand New-complete home fire protection system. MUST SELL.
Valued at $360, asking $190, or good offer. Life-time
guarantee, Movable unit if you move. For more
details, call883·8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00pm and
• weekends.
tfn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxel! C-90 blank
cassettes! UD; $).2S. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 2l6-149l,
04/28
1971 RENAULT 16. Runs good, air co1;1d., AM, FM,
04/20
radio, autom. Caii26S-96SO, Peter.
1973 VW BUG FOR SALE, Good condilion. Radio.
Call Rachel at 843-7370 after 6 pm.
04/20
SPRING CLEARANCE SALE on bicycles and
accessories to make room for a new shipment of
Raleigh bicycles, R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378.
04/21
FOR BSA FREAKS! 650cc Thunderbunder ·in like..
new condition, $1,250 or good offer, 843-9378. 04/21
GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 watts, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, screaming sustain.
04/20
Excellent condition. $150100. 34!i-6074.
19M VOLKSWAGEN, MUST sell, $300. 277-479l.
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET--Rommel's Afrika
Korps. Mint condition. Must sell. Asking $1 SO. 243·
2368.
04/28
MAGNOVOX RECORD PLAYER/SPEAKERS
$75. Good condition. CaU 299·9044 evenings. 04/21
'72 DATSUN -FASTBACK. Top condition, New
tires, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
04/21
Call 881-68l2 after l pm,
11 FOR SALE, THE WAGER, startingApril21."
04/19
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle patts and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
04/28
265-ll70.
MOTHER IN DESPERATE Financial crisis··must
sell children. Good companions, don't talk much.
• 04/20
Call grandparents, 883.9660.
QUALITY DOBER~AN . PUPS. I?am current
A. W.D.R. Reserve NatiOnal champ. 883-9660 or 277·
52ll.
04/20
SUZUKI GT 350, 1969. 9000 miles. Windshield,
bags. Excellent condition, $400. After 5 pm 344~2762.
04/27
HONDA CB-175 1971 Electric start. Runs good.
$275. Call277-2464, ask for Mark.
04/19
COMPLETE HAM RADIO Station. Details 266·
9653.
04/19
1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic trans., AC,
59,000 miles, AM!FM, new tires, clean. $3300. 883·
0253.
04/24
1972 HONDA CL3l0, GOOD condition, $475.00.
Call266-l102 or 266-8320.
04/24
'74 TRIUMPH TR-6, $3400. 243-4601.
04/24
SKIIS CHEAP I pr. Fischer, 1 pr. Hart, like new. 1
pr, San Georgia Boots,- Size 10. All $60. 214 Cornell
SE, nights.
04/24
TRIUMPH 7SO, '73. ExceUent mechanical c-ondition.
Fast! II Best offer, 266-ll60.
04/24

6.

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEASJOBS--SUMMER/Year.round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information·· Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, ca. 94704.
04/28
NEED MONEY? WE need you. 15 hrs. per week.
04125
3 ,5o/hr. Calt294-2064.
. RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager U·
Stor·lt Corp. Weekends plus. Record keeping
required. For appointmentcall266-8580.
04/2S
HELP WANTED: EXPERIENCED Secretary,
permanent, part-time, :S3.00 hr. Hours afternoons &
Saturdays. Must pass secretarial test. Call 268-5588
--;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;--
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European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 255·

04/18

for appointment,

GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH TECHNICAL
background to do biblio:;raphic/literature searching

6830.

CentralSE. 277·3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/19
EXPERIENCED COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for
convention April 27 ,28,29,30. Good w.ages, fantastic·
tips. Call247·4061 after7:30 pm.
04/21
$180 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCULARS! Start
Immediately. Free details, Hunter, 1344A Balboa,
San Francisco, CA. 94118.
04/21
SUMME.R EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as; sales clerks, ·Cashiers, gas attendants,
cooks and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have 4
days off. $2.65/hr, plus commission. Apply MondayFriday 10-4 or Saturday 8·11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04/28
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,
04/28

7.

26l-9860.

8.

04/21

by TOM THUMB

MISCELLANEOUS

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions, 344·6470
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04/24
SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 2ll-3367, TODAY.
04/20
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the. line, Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push button bobbin·Winder,
blind hems, has hundreds of fa,ncy stitches, Regularly
$800; now $1l0 cash. 296-5!ll,
04/Zl
NOW IS THE TIME to open your summer business
in Downtown Albuquerque, Start weekends or nQII·
class days for $7,00. When you're ready, the rent is
$100,00/rr!onth/stall. Studios and offices also
available: $35, $50, $60, $125, $200 month.
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building.
Fourth and Central. 242-6166, 293~6046.
04/21
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Saturday April22,
10-4 and Sunday April 23, 1~4, at the
Mind
Bookstore. Students $20.00,

TRAVEL

M-or~e·

Bill I
Aprll24,26,28
Billli
Aprll25,27,29

Tl1umbthing different

04/21

RIDES AND RIDERS available at Intercontinental
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving, 107 Girard SE,

part-tlme. Technology Application Center, 2500

FORSALE

world, has pretty green eyes and I'm in Jove with her.

i

'

2-BDRM HOUSE, Pool, fireplace, spa, Share with

single lady. $100 utilities paid. Come over afternoons
and evenings, 2718 San Diego SE,
04/25

8:00pm

.,

I! Pfission
:r;:~7:;i;~

Acts

it&.jf~~

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 or $l.OO(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402
Photo by James Fisher

Thumbs getting nailed in contest

"GOING OUT OF BUSINESS"
SALE
Sony-Quasar Televisions, Pioneer-Sansui-Kenwood
Stereo Systems, Speakers. Kirby-Eureka-Hoover, Rainbow, Filter Queen, and all types of Vacuum Cleaners,
Singer, Bernina- Elna Viking- and all types of Sewing
Machines Microwave ovens, Vacuum Bags 25¢ per Pk.
Vacuum Belts 25¢ ea.

New Mexico

6614 Central -Across from Fair Grounds

...
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Robert Fasthorse spoke at a rally on the mall Wednesday about
major crimes committed on Indian land.

Data compiled

Bell curve disputed
by DEBBIE PACZYNSKI
A modified bell-curve grading policy used in lower level spanish courses
last semester is still under fire.
Professor Enrique E. LaMadrid, in charge of all Spanish 101 and 102
classes, said "We don't even need a curve."
But associate professor J olm Bergen said, before the curve' 'there were a
greater number of A's and B's in Spanish 101 and 102 than in any other
classes in the College of Arts and Sciences,''
During the fall semester a faculty committee, under pressure from Dean
Nathania! Wollman, adopted a curve method which limited the number of
A's and B's.
The final grades of Spanish 101 students last fall, when the curve was
instituted as an experiment by the college, were offered as evidence of
results of the trial of the new grading policy.
Bergen, who was in charge of 101 and 102 classes during the fall '77
semester, compiled the data from the results of the Spanish 101 classes
final grades:
- 577 students registed for I 01 classes.
- A's were received by 62 students or 10.7 percent who made scores
ranging from 90.6 to I00.
- B's; 116 or 20.1 percent, the range was 81.3 to 90.5
- C's; 162 or 28 percent, the range was 63.3 to 81.2.
-D's; 58 or 10.0 percent, the range was 50.0 to 63 .2.
- F's; 33 or 5.7 percent, the range was 0 to 49.9.
- 146 students withdrew.
During the spring semster a normal scale for grading was used. A's were
given from 93 to 100, B's from 84 to 92, C's from 74 to 83, D's from 64 to
73 and F's from 0 to 63.
However, a breakdown of the 392 students enrolled that semester in
Spanish 101 showed that 45.4 percent received either A or B grades.
Ninety-four persons got A's, 84 got B's, 88 got C's, 49 got D's and 77 got
F's.
Bergen said that the students were worried about taking Spanish classes
and concerned that the department had to give out a certain number of D's
and F's. "The curve," he said, "actually helped the students that were
making D's and F's.
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There are only 12 more days of
class this semester.

DAI.LV

A&B SEWING & STEREO

ACROSS 50 Burst forth
51 Prefix for
1 Bank
mum or mize
customer 52 Tree

Somenone's always got to be
rocking the boat, know what I
mean?
There we are, all of us thumbs,
enjoying the good life. Sure we
·have to work once in awhile hitchhiking, directing the nose at some
creep, or hitting the space bar on
the typewriter, but by and large it's
a soft life.
And then along ocmes this Two
Fingers Tequilla outfit and the
promoter Jay Livaudais, Jr. "I've
got a great idea," he says.
"Thumbthing different." What a
wise guy. Thumb wrestlhig. I
couldn't believe it.
And to make things worse, this
clown I'm attached to thinks he's
got something to prove. So we head
over to the east side of the SUB
Wednesday afternoon and there's
all these turkeys out there in that
abominable heat.
All these students are gathered
around two clowns sitting at a table
trying to pin each other's thumbs to
their hand. It looked like something
straight
out
Championship
Wrestling. Believe it or not, some
guy wearing a referee shirt is
ringing a little bell and keeping
scores. The winners are getting
lamps and tee-shirts. The losers are

getting Two Fingers Tequilla
patches.
I thought l 'd luck out because
this guy who owns me has biology
in two minutes, but he can't resist
the urge and signs up to thumb
wrestle. How gauche. And this
Livaudais, Jr., is barking about
how exciting it is and gathering a
big crowd.
So we sit down at the table and
who is my opponent but this
overgrown construction worker
who looks like he picks potatoes on
the side. His thumb is full of
callouses and has dried blood stains
left by unworthy opponents.
Mr. Stripes blows the whistle and
his gross thumb pursues me. The
worst of it is that the hand keeps
wanting to pull out of this little
yellow playing board and every
time it does the zebra blows the
whistle and says to get back in
there.
Well this guy nails me three
straight and I was pretty much
resigned after he touched me the
first time, but to make things
worse, every time he gets me, he
grinds those callouses into my
knuckle.
I'll tell you this is too much for
me. I'm going home right now and
crawl into my thimble to take a nice
Warm bath . .,
!cont. on paRe 31

A speaker on the UNM mall
Tuesday called the Criminal Code
Reform Act a "threat to our basic
civil liberties," and urged students
to write their Congressmen for
disapproval of the bill, which is
being heard in a house subcommittee.
Frank . Wilkinson, executive
director of the National Committee
Against Repressive Legislation, was
joined by 20 other speakers from
community
and
student
organizations who spoke on other
pending congressional legislation.
Wilkinson said the bill, known as
S. 1437 and H.R. 6869, was
"steamrolled" through the Senate
in January by 72-15. He said New

Mexicu'> Senators Harrison Sch- the bill, that he constdcrctl
mitt and Pete Domenici both voted detrimental to students.
in favor of the bilL
Wilkinson, who lobbied against
Wilkinson said the bill, spon- the bill in the Senate, said Senators
sored by Senators Edward Ken- had "very little idea of the mass of
nedy, Strom Thurmond and Robert amendments contained in the bill.''
UNM political scienc~ professors
Byrd, was given five days of
hearmgs, compared with 18 months said they were unfamiltar w.lth the
subjected to S. 1, the predecessor to contents of the bill, and Withheld
S. 1437 _
comment.
Wilkinson said amendments to
"Kennedy, without a quorum
the
bill violated free speech.
present, accepted serious debate
Under
the bill's "Failing to Obey
and votes to those amendments he
considered
non-controversial," a Public Safety Order," Wilkinson
said the provision would "put in
Wilkinson said.
S. 1437 is being heard in the the hands of every federal law
home Judicial Subcommittee on enforcement official the authority
Criminal Justice until Friday. The to disperse a gathering, to forbid
bill will move on Monday to the picketing. or to refrain persons
from canvassing whenever, in the
house for amendments, he said.
(eont~ On page 3)
Wilkinson cited amendments to

Senate passes new budget"
in six-hour arguing match
by BILL ROBERTSON
In a six-hour meeting marked by
endless arguing and squabbles, the
ASUNM Senate passed a new
budget for academic year 1978-7\1,
allocating $16,500 for the Cultural
Committee (up fron $4000 in the
original 78·79 budget), and $39,000
for New Mexico PIRG.
Midwas through the proceedings,
the Senate went into excecutive
session, excluding all in attendance
(the crowd numbered about 45 at
the time) except those duly elected
senators.
Senat
r R.J. Laino motioned for the
move, saying "The Sente needs to
discuss things without outside
pressure.''
The new budget will now be
prepared for a vote by the student
body, expected sometime next
week. There was wide speculation
among the senate whether the
students would approve the
amended allocations.'
Senator P~lil Hernandez voted no
on every budget item considered
Wednesday night, and also voted
no when the budget as a whole was

considered at the end of the
marathon meeting. He said, "The
20 hours of budget hearings last
time obviously taught the senate no
lessons. This whole exercise tonight
is just an indication that the n..:w
senate should be voting on this
budget. This senate is bankrupt."
Late in the evening the senate
found itself working on a proposed
budget that was $600 in deficit.
When this move failed, some one
suggested the gap be b.-idged with
funds from the General Govern-

ment (ASUNM) amount. Senator
Jack Fortner objected, saying, "We
can't cut ourselves."
Representatives of New Mexico
PIRG, with strong support from
the gallery, argued their case for
nearly three hours with the senate.
When a figure of $39,000 was
agreed upon, PIRG Chairperson
Betsy Remage-Healey said, "It's a
figure we can work with."
Most groups, however, were not
represented.
Three
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ASUNM Senators dellibEira1te
over new budget.

!cont. on page 31
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Historic h.ouse gets funds; U, Taos to save library

Frances -explodes neutron bOmb
PARIS (Ul;'I)
France French nuclear testing site in the
reportedly has tested its own P<~,cific.
version of the controversial neutron
The French government refused
bomb on a Pacific atoll. The United immediate comment on the reports.
States said it was "within its rights"
In Denmark, where he was atto do so.
tending· a meeting of NATO's
The newspaper France-Soir and nuclear. planning group, Defense
the news magazine Le Point both Secretary Harold Brown said
quoted "high-ranking military" France was entitled to test the
sources as saying that a neutron neutron bomb just as the United
warhead, a battlefield weapon that Staes has done and as the Soviet
kills through the release of intense Uhion may have done.
but short-lived radiation, had been
"America itself has tested the
tested at the Mururoa Atoll, the

weapon and everybody, including
the Soviets, are within their rights
to test the weapon. They may indeed have done so already,'' Brown
said.
France-Soir quoted a "highranking army officer" as saying
France had conducted "a full-scale
laboratory test". of the weapon that
could lead to production of the
bomb within ''three to four years."

College threatens
to ban newspaper
NEWTON, Mass. (UPI) Jesuit-run Boston College has
threatened to kick the studentoperated newspaper off campus if it
continues to run advertisements for
abortion.services in the state.
"What we have objected to are
paid advertisements which solicit
conduct diametrically opposed to
the college's reverence for human
life," vice president for student
affairs Kevin P. Duffy said in a
letter to editors of the Heights.
ON'fAP.'F'-H~or=9
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Earlier this month,

Carter deferred plans for U.S.
production of the neutron bomb,
hoping that the Soviet~· Union,
which had mounted a bitter
propaganda ·campaign against it,
would reciorocate by giving in on
other issues at the current Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks.
The decision angered . many of
America's NATO allies who had
supported production of the
warhead and who had, after initial
reluctance, come· to favor its
President deployment on their soil.

Kidd, one of Carter's most vocal
opponents in the four years the
president was governor of Georgia,
said he never sent former Sen. R.
Eugene Holley, D-Augusta, to
offer
Carter
a
deal
on
reorganization.

With the end of Carter's 50
minutes of testimony, the government rested its case.

"It was in intense debate, the
issue was in doubt" said Carter.
"Sen. Kidd was known to be one of
the leading opponents and the
proposition that was made to me
was that Sen. Kidd would add his
support for the proposition
provided I would inform him prior
to any gambling investigations or
raids into Baldwin County."
Carter said "I rejected the
proposal," but later informed
Hamilton Jordan, long his top
administrative aide, and Ray Pope,
who was then head of the Georgia
Public Safety Department. Carter
said that when Bill Beardsley was
later hired as head of the Georgia
Bureau of Investigation he asked
Beardsley to investigate gambling in

Panama celebrates pact;
American residents bitter

nobody
asked!

PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPI) -Gen. Omar Torrijos Wednesday
· declared a national holiday in honor of the Senate ratification of the
Panama Canal treaties but many American residents of the canal zone
wen: bitter at the action and said they would leave for home,
"The people in the canal zone now have a decision to make," said Dave
Niedzialek, 36, who works in the Panama Canal Co. personnel bureau.
"The decision quite frankly is two-fold. Number one is whether to stay
here and remain to see what it is going to be like living under the Torrijos
regime, or to make a decision to return to the United States and find
employment there," he said.
Under the treaty ratified by the Senate Tuesday night, the zone will be
transferred to Panama within three years after the treaty goes into effect.
Panama will take over jurisdiction of the area, replacing U.S. courts,
police, postal and other services.
Vera Ryan, 54, one of the 35,~00 Americans who live in the zone, said
she feared there would be "drastic changes" when Panama takes over the
area.
.
I just wouldn't feel safe living here. We are going to the states on
Monday and look around for a home and see what we can work out.
Anthony Teta, 57, a technician in the power plant at Miraflores locks was
more philosophical:
'
"We have to acc~pt it. It was the Senate and the U.S. go~t:Inment who
repre_sent the Amencan people who wanted it', and we have to go along
With 1t. There will be some changes, but we should not be too upset."

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people
and cared for them.
How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?
me~'
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general manager, Robert Gordon.
"Festival '78'' was a national
KNME has received about
13-day event designed by the Publi~
$20,000 of the $33,000 it was Broadcasting · Service KNME' s
pledged from the general public promotional director, Barton
during its "Festival >n" fund- Bond, said it was done to benefit
raising event, said the station's local
stations.
KNME
is
Albuquerque's PBS station.
KNME used the time between
programs, from March 4 to March
• • •
19, to ask for pledges. Hugh Downs
cont. from pogo 1
officer's judgment, there is a risk of and Julia Child hosted a marathon
on March 18 and 19 during which
injury to person or property."
He said, "Unless the situation is they asked for pledges.
so serious as to call for the
establishment of martial law the
.
. '
grantmg of such autocratic power
runs counter to all American cont. from pogo 1
traditions."
org_anizations-the Black Student
Under the section, "Obstructing Umon, the Infraternity Council and
a Government Function by Fraud;" the Student Daytime Activities
a person is guilty if he intentionally group:-were passed over by the
obstructs a government function by outgomg senate. Their budgets will
fraud. A political activist might be be decided in the fall by the new
in violation if he used a trick to solons.
avoi~ surveillance by an FBI agent,
The Residents Hall Students
he smd.
Association (RHSA) was allocated
A provision making it illegal to $2,000, down from its original 78incite
or
aid
mutiny in- 79
amount
of $2500.
A
subordination or desertion would representati~e of RHSA said, "We
extend to circulation of a pamphlet were cut fairly deeply, practically
opposing the war if the material more than· any other organization.
reached members of the military.
The students will show their
"The provision would tend to opinion more than any other
isolate 'military operations from organization. The students will
civilian critici>m," Wilkinson said.
>how their opinion at the polls.''
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ABC axes team

I

NEW YORK (lJPI) - Prime
time net work news programing lost
its first and only anchorwoman
Wednesday when ABC announced
that it was breaking up the Barbara
Walters-Harry Reasoner everning
news team.
Roone Arledge, president of
ABC news and sports, announced a
new format for the news show in
which Walters will play a. major
role - but as reporter and interviewer, not anchorwoman and in which Reasoner will play no
role at all.
Arledge said he was in the
process of discussing the future
with Reasoner, who has two years
to run on his $500,000-a-year
contract with ABC.
He said no decision had been
made about whether Reasoner
would be held to his contract or
allowed to resume negotiations with
CBS to take over Bill Moyers' job
as chief correspondent on CBS
Reports. Moyers' contract with
CBS expires in August, when he
will join PBS.
Instead, the anchor spots will be
divided, with Frank Reynolds
handling the main spot in
Washington, Max Robinson,
recently of WTOP-Washington,
holding down the domestic anchor
role in Chicago, and Peter Jenninf~S
manning the international dt~sk
fi<lm London.

Collection
Increases

)

No. 137

The NetL' Alt•.rko Dally Lol1fi I~ puhlidJCd
Monday through Friday t•vcrr rt·~ulnr \Vl'C'k of
the Vnhc>nHy yt•ar uud \Vt!l'kly durin~ tlw ~mn~
nll'r 5t.."ision by tht• Bonrd of Sun!t'llt
Publication.~; nf the Uni\:i•t.~ity nf NC'\\." MC'Xil'<l,

City----------- State ___________ Z I P - - - - - - -
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The UNM Division of Continuing Education and the community of Taos are cooperating to
spend $330,000 to renovate the
building in Taos which the
university had planned to tear
down.
The Harwood Foundation is a
former residence which is now in
use as the only public library in
Taos County. Listed on both the
New Mexico and the National
Regisl([Y of Historical Buildings
the building and'Iand were donated

Revenue· exceeds expectations
in KU NM fund raising event

381-101

Address------~--------------------------------

• h

one ouse o e restored

The Harwood Foundation in Taos, which once was a private
residence, is now being used as a public library. UNM and Taos
are planning to renovate tho_ building.

Baldwin County and particularly, to see "if Kidd was' involved in any way.
Holley testified just before the
Carter tape was played, denying he
relayed a direct offer of Kidd's vote
in exchange for gambling raid
notification. Holley said Kidd only
wanted to know of general GBI
activities in his home county, and
that the word "gambling" was not
used.
·
During a luncheon break, Kidd
said, "The true facts were not
stated by the president," but he
stopped short of calling Carter's
testimony perjury.
"He was inaccurate in that 1 did
not send anybody to see him at any
time and that certainly I could not
have ever gone back upstairs and
faced the Georgia senate if I'd sold
out for anything personal," said
Kid d.
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A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you.£!!:!_ take it with you.

0 Lay Ministries

VOCATIO.NS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL.
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Carter aids probe

MACON,
Ga.
(UPI)
President Carter, in an. unusual
He said the Catholic school
videotape presented to a federal
would welcome "open debate on jury Wednesday, testified that
the abortion issue" in the news while he was governor of Georgia
section of the paper.
he rejected a powerful state
The college has told the editors of senator's offer to vote for his
the 24-page weekly newspaper that government reorganization plan in
if they continue to run the ads, they exchange for tipoffs about gammust vacate their on-campus office bling raids.
by June 30 wben their lease runs
Sen. Culver Kidd, on trial with
Paul McPartland, 20, Heights
editor, said the newspaper began former Baldwin County Sheriff
running ads last September for two Buford T. Lingold .on charges of
clinics that provide abortions in the gambling conspiracy and perjury,
said, "The true facts were not
Boston suburb of Brookline.
stated by the President.''

r=======~~~=--

0 Diocesan Priests

By JOE SKENANDORE

,world News

Duffy said the 13,500-student
private school wants "to remain a
strong and distinctively Catholic
University ... in recognition of the
unique dignity and sacredness that
characterizes human life."

"No one ever asked
they said.

w

neutron born b, France · has just
carried out a test of this bomb."
In Washington, U.S. military
sources.said they knew France had
sufficient fusion technology to
build a neutron weapon but did not
know whether it was sophisticated
enough!
to
permit
the
miniaturhation necessary to
package it in a warhead small
enough for an enhanced-radition
explosion.

Le Point said that, "after many
difficulties in minia}llrizing its own

?
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Architectural materials, including periodicals, perspectives
and drawings from two area architects are the newest additions to
the John Gaw Meem architectural
collection at Zimmerman Library.
The works of Meem, a prominent
New Mexico architect, were
donated to UNM in 1975 and form
the basis of what library officials
hope will become a larger collection
of records pertaining to the state's
architectural history.
Professor Arthur DeVolder,
curator of the Meem collection,
said the new acquisitions include
the works of the late Louis G.
Hesselden and the late Arthur H.
Lewis.
Hesselden was the designer of the
Bernalillo County Court House, the
Elk's Lodge, the American Legion
Home, the Garden Mausoleum, the
Holy Family Catholic Church and
Rectory, various school and bank
buildings and many others.
Lewis, who earned his bachelor's
degree in architecture from Cornell
University, designed submarines
for the United States Navy.
Among his architectural credits
are the Mount Olive Baptist
Church, Spanish Village at the New
Mexico State Fair Grounds, various
commercial buildings in Santa Rosa
and a firehouse in Magdalena.
DeVolder said both collections
would be available for research
purposes on an "appointmentonly" basis by July I, The John
Gaw Meem collection is located in
tile southwest wing of Zimmerman
Library on the UNM campus.

A "budget appraisal poll,"
prepared by the Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs, with orders
from ASUNM, listed its own office
as number one on the students'
priorities list. Yet they were
completely ignored by the senate in
the budget.
The five groups whose budgets
were approved by the students win
the elections of April 12-the
LOBO, KUNM, the Child-Care
Coop, Agora and Disabled on
Campus-were not considered
Wednesday night.
A rundown of Wednesday
night's budget allocations for 197879 is as follows: Agora-$6000; the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee$180; the ASA Gallery-$500; the
ASUNM Crafts Area-$3898; the
ASUNM Duplicating Center$737 .64; the ASUNM-GSA Poetry
Series-$649.95; the ATM Business
Club-$2601; the Black Student
Union-fowarded to fall allocations;
the Cultural Committee- $16,500;
the Fiesta Committee-$4500; the
Film Committee-$6500; General
Governmental (ASUNM)$32,607. 67;
IFC-Panhelleaicfowarded to fall allocations; the
International Center-$13, 705; the
Intramural and Recreation Board$4000; the Kiva Club-$5000; the
Lobby Committee-$800; NCHO
(the National ·Chicano Health
Organization)-$3993; New Mexico
NORML-$3700; New Mexico
PIRG-$39,000;
the
RHSA
(Residents
Hall
Students
Association)-$2000; the Returning
Students' Association-$1726; the
Speakers' Committee-$12,1.10;
Student
Daytime Activitiesfowardcd to fall allocations;
Student Nursing-$87 8.21; Student
Veterans-$3937 .30.

"We received about three times
more than we expected," said
Bond. He said he doesn't know
how much money other PBS
stations received.
KNME will use the donations to
help pay for fall programs which it
is now buying. Gordon said that he
expects KNME to pay nearly
$150,000 for the programs.
KNME purchases programs
produced by other PBS stations and
independently produced syndicated
programs. KNME does not produce
any programs. that are aired
nationally or sold to other PBS
stations, said Gordon.
Bond said the balance of the
money needed for program
acquisition will come from KNME
funds allocated by the New Mexico
Legislature and the Department of
Health Education and Welfare.

z

to the university in the 1920's by the
Harwood family.
·
Rupert Trujillo, dean of the
division of Continuing Education
which manages the foundation'
s~id the renovation is bein~
fmanced by money raised in the
community and matching funds
provided by the Economic
Development Administration.
The administration provides
funds to improve the economic
conditions of'depressed areas.
R~~1ovation of the building,
TruJillo said, will allow the
foundation to provide more services. "We now provide services
such as non-credit classes and
workshops on topics like energy
conservation." he said.
''With the improvements, we will
be able to expand services to in-

elude a children's library, a place
for small theater workshops and
productions, office. space and even
some small apartments. It will be a
complete educational service

center.''

"We still need to raise the final
$20,000: and up will be starting a
fund dnve soon," Trujillo said. He
said the project will benefit the
community since all labor and
materials are being supplied by
Taos. EDA provided $280,000 and
the town raised the rest, he said,
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Professor LaMadrid said some of
the responsibility for the imbalance
in curves and statistics in the lower
level Spanish courses falls on
students that come from a Spanishspeaking background or who have
taken Spanish in high school.
LaMadrid said that he visits
every section and explains to
students where they should fit in the
Spanish program. "There's a great
deal of flexibility, but many
students want to begin all over."
For help in proper placement
LaMadrid said that there ar;
counseling services and tests offered by the department. The
placement tests are similar to those
give after completion of each level,
but "many of the these are purposely flunked."
Although no decision has been
made on what grading method to
use for the fall '78 semester the
possibility of changing back 'to a
normal grading scale may be
considered.
"It is very likely that next fan·
we'll use the same scale as before,"
said LaMadrid.
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Trujillo said the Harwood ·;.
Foundation library has less books 0
than other state libraries but has the. g
highest rate of inter-library ex- .?;
change of any its size.
:J.
The construction . work on the
entire building is due to be completed by August, he said.
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Sunday, April23
8:30 a.m. -Morning Train: Black
gospel' music.
9:30a.m. MaX Liberty: For kids.
10 a.m. til 5:30 p.m. _Something
Classic: Including European Radio
feature at 10:30 and Keller Hall
Ccmcert Series at 4,
5:30 p.m. Orient Express: Inter-,
ntional folk music.
6:30 p.m. Singing Wire: Native
American music and information.
9 p.m. The House that Jazz Built.

i Editorial

Panama's emerQence
We view the Senate's ratification of the second Panama Canal treaty
Tuesday as being beneficial in two ways.
~ir~tly, it signifies .a major victory for President Carter, whose foreign
pol1c1es have not been taken kindly to by Congress; also, in recent
weeks, Carter's popularity among the American people has lessened
·considerably. With. the passing of the treaties, some of his popularity
and credibility may be salvaged.
·

90.1
.jl

',.

• ••
Secondly, the approved treaties give Panama a chance to prove to
the world that she is grown-up and responsible. This is not the same
Pa~ama that negotiated plans for the canal in 1904; this is a matured
nat1on that no longer needs to be led by the hand In order to survive as
many Americans believe.
It may be argued that by giving up control of the canal, the United
States is sacrificing a part of our national security. It is hard to believe
that, in this day of ultrasophisticated air and water weapons, the
Panama Canal Canal is vital to national defense.
. American~ have a strong tendency to be imperialistic; we have
displayed th1s tendency sporadically for the last 200 years. Imperialists
may argue that this attitude has done more good than harm for
developing countr~e~-whet~er independent or colonial- and that may
well be true. But 1t 1s now t1me for us to get off our imperialistic high
horse and let some of these nations fend for themselves.
The ratification of the Pan.ama Canal treaties give ai feast one nation
that chance. Although the canal zone and the canal are not technically
part of P?nama, they do, nevertheless, run through the country. The
Panamanians, therefore, have the right to fight to operate the· canal.
They seem to at least have won that right.
.Although the canal battle is not over because of Congressional
amendm~nts to the tre~ties ";'hich have not yet been approved by the
Panamanians, Tuesdays action by Congress has been a giant step
toward workable foreign policy in the Carter administration.
We applaud the senators who voted in favor of the treaties for their
insight and President Carter for his perserverance.

Fines vs. funds
Some 5,000 UNM students will be unable to pre-register for the
summer session or the fall semester because they owe library fines.
This kind of check is necessary in order to maintain some sort of
or~er c~ncerning library fines and other student monetary debts to the
Un1vers1ty,_ sue~ as bookstore, health center and housing bills; but there
are other s1tuat1ons that may require closer scrutiny.
I~ one case, a student who owed the library money in book finl;ls was
demed a check for $200 that she had won in a writing contest. When
the c~eck came through the University cashier's office, it was withheld
pending payment of the library fines.
The catch is, her prize check and the writing contest had no ties
whatsoever to UNM. Consequently, the money should not have been
withheld because of her unrelated debt at the library.
This experience may be the exception rather than the rule but one
wonders that if it happened, once what are the chances th~t it happened more frequently or will happen again.

Nixon's last fight
Richard Nixon has won imother battle, in absentia.
The Supreme Court Tuesday blocked ii plan to let the public buy
copies of the infamous Watergate tapes.
·
The court decision at least temporarily prohibits commercial
distribution or broadcast of the tapes, which are in the custody of
Watergate Judge John J. Sirica.
•
Nixon is reportedly "pleased" and "gratitfied" about the ruling.
Let's hope it's the last favorable ruling for him.

LOBO editorial phomt Z17·6851
LOBO Editorl.. Staff
Editor~n-chief: Debbie Uvy
M .-.ttglng Editor: Colleen Curran
New• Editor: Anna Poole
Campua Editor: J.B. Skenandore
Photo Editor: JMnet Fleher
Sports Edlt9r: E(t Jgfm~n

Arta Editor: George Gesnar
Copy Editor•: Mike Hoaft, Paul Sch&tr
Ad Manager! Frank Sllllfuar
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LETTERS: tatters to tho odltor must by typed and Signed by tho author whh tho author'aillgnnture, addross and tttlephono number. lott!!nalo tho &dltor should be no longer than 300
whorda, Only the namo of the author will be printed &lld namoa will not be withheld. Allletl:ors
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Friday, Apr!l21
9 p.m. The Asylum Show: Cowboy
madness.
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Letters

Nurse misrepresented
Editor:
In ge~eral, the ~rticle entitled "Nurses Come in All Sexes" in the April
7, 1978 1ssue of the LOBO was a poor representation of the truth.
To begin with, there were several statements attributed to me-that 1
did not make. These were set off in quotes and did not represent my .
actual wording of events.
_Firstly, concerning an incident with an obese patient that 1 worked
With, there was no "tiny woman" (nurse) sent to help the patient while 1
was working with that patient. And I object to the statement that male
nurs_es could be utiftized to help female nurses in patient care. Jt is not
my JOb to help female nurses, but rather, to help patients. After four
years of nursing school I would like to be hired for my skills and
knowledge and not for my physical strength. Further, I never said that
the number of males in nursing would increase ten times within the next
five years, as has been attributed to me. This statement is just not true.
It is going to take some time for males to become even a sizable
minori:y in the nursing field. And the statement that the pay for nurses
would mcrease because males are a "large minority in the profession "
is not representative of the truth. My feelings, which 1 expressed in' a
45-minute telephone interview, did express that pay for nurses would
probably increase. I feel this is true because in the recent past women
have dominated the field of nursing and, in general, this income was a
second paycheck in the household. And, as a second income nurses
bring in a modest paycheck. However, for a male nurse with~ typical
Am~rican family, it would be difficult to support that family on a
nursing paycheck alone. For this reason I feel that males in the field
would have to argue for an increase in pay.
Another point charged to me was that I said nursing school is a
stepping stone to medical school for some people. In truth, 1have never
known anybody in the nursing field who had aspirations for medical
school.
In conclusion, I would say that the statements made that represented
males in nursing to help tiny females with physical tasks and males
simply because of their presence, and increasing the pay for nurses, ar~
nonsen~e. I feel that bo!h sexes have qualities to fend to the nursing
profession that are desirable and necessary for professional patient
care.
John F. Cloran
(EDITOR'S Note: The LOBO stands by its story.)

Editor:
This letter is in reference to the endorsement of the Coalition party by
the Albuquerque Boycott Committee printed in the April12 LOBO. As a
member of the committee, I submitted the endorsement letter without
first consulting the other members. In doing so, I compromised the
committee and violated its constitution. I wish to apologize to the
members of the committee,and I take full responsibility for any damage
my actions may have caused.
Steve Thompson

Anyone interested in trying out
for UNM cheerleader should attend
the first meeting Monday, April24
at 7 p.m. in Carlisle Gym room
101.
'
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Give us A
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A colloquium on "Some
Problems
in Combinatorial
Geometry" will be presented today
at 3:30 a.m. in room 428 of the
humanities building.
Karen Glaser, dean of students at
UNM, today will give a talk entitled
"It's a Woman's World Too," at
noon in the history department
lounge in Mesa Vista Hall.
Raul Rodgriguez, a representative from ACTION, will present
today a talk entitled "Women in
ACTION," at 7 p.m. in Room 2406
of Bratton Hall.
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by Garry Trudeau

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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GSA
Student
Research
Allocations Committee final
meet.ing will be May 1 at 7 p.m. to
consider all proposals for summer
projects. Forms are available at the
GSA office.

Fiesta booths can be rented from
the student government office
Dead_line is Monday, April 24.
fee Will be charged .

A

A f~ee ~lass in cardiopulmonary,
resuscitation will be conducted May
_15 thr_ough May 19 from 9 a.m. to
.won m the Student Health Center
room 220. Call 277 _3136 f '
enrollment.
or

. · .... ·.

So they haven't narned a library wing
after you. There's another way to get the
.
hof!,le folks beaming.
, First. order this terrific Dean of Beer T-shirt. ~
It lllook even better on you than it does on me.
Well ... maybe.
Then I. your Dean of Beer, will compile a list
of ~1ose whose orders I receive.
. So the next time you talk to your folks. you can
nghtfully begin with the words all parents
love to hear: "Mom, Dad. I made
..,..
the Dean's List!"

.'

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

The ASUNM-GSA poetry series
will present Leo Romero, who will
read from his works in the
Humanities Building Theatre
tonight at8.

'riflE
OF

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Donor Center

Campus Crusade for Christ will
be having their weekly leadership
training class at 7 p.m. in
Mechanical Enegineering room
102.

The UNM Medical School will
host pre-med day this Saturday
April 22 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Th~
program will include speakers
pan.els_,
small
groups
and
audiOvisuals. Meet in the Basic
Medical Science Building (North
Campus) at 9 a.m.

Siglinda Stozinfiilhtr
Dean of Bozozr

Do You Need
Cash?

Blood
PlasJDa

The UNM Urantia Study Group
will meet tonight at 7:30 in room
231-B of the SUB to discuss
Christianity's Problem."

Richard Waldinger will speak on
The Dance Club will have a
"The Synthesis of Programs With
gath~ring Friday night from 7:30 to
Side Effect today at 3:30 p.m. in
?:30 m the Sub Ballroom. Everyone
room 148 of the Computing Center.
IS welcome.

Dr. Archie J. Bahm, professor
emeritus of philosophy at UNM
and the author of several books on
philosophy,
will
talk
on
"Philosophy and Interdisciplinary
Rcsear.ch: A New Future for
Philos~phers?"friday at 3 p.m. in
the phll.osophy department lounge
on the fifth floor of the Humanities
Building.
The University of New Mexico
campus observatory will be open to
the public, weather permitting,
from 8 to 10 p.m. on April21.
The observatory's I 5-inch
telescope will be focused on the
planet Jupiter. The 12-inch
telescope will be trained on the full
moon.

FOR
SIJR&,

Women in Manl!gement will hold
its regular meeting Monday, April
24 at 12:15 p.m. in room 122 of the
business school. All visitors are
welcome.

This Y..shirt
will make your parents

Campus Briefs

AT?

Endorsement apology

Saturday, Apri122
5 p.m. -Hot Lix: Oldies.
9 p.m. The Ghetto: Soul music.
I a.m. Only the Radio: Live music
all night long.

The Militant Forum Series will
sponsor "South AFrica No U.S.
Aid to Apartheid" on Friday, April
21 at 7:30p.m. at 108 Morningside
NE.

Tlf:e New Mexico Wheelmen and
the Albuquerque Bike Co-op will
sponsor a bicycle repair clinic
Saturday, April 22 from 10 a.m. to
noon at the east parking lot of the
t\lternative Community center. 106
Girard SE.
'

DOQNESBURY

Sexist rape coverage
Editor:
I object very strongly to the article entitled ''2 life sentences for
lesbian rape" in the April 19th issue of the LOBO. Three-fourths of the
whole article is devoted to the conviction of the two women; not until
the last paragraphs does the reader learn that there were also three men
involved. What was their part in the whole episode? And were they
convicted of anything? What was their sentence?
Is rape of won.lln by men so common and casual that it deserves no
more than passing mention? Certainly the rape of women by women
isn't as "common," but rape is terrible no matter who perpetuates it.
Sylvia Lake

Thursday, Apri120
6:30 p.m. - The Larry Goodell
Show: Poetry readings .
7:30p.m.- Department of Energy
Public Meeting on Nuclear Waste
Disposal, part 2: Taped at hearings
in Carlsbad and Albuquerque.
9 p.m. The Light That Jazz Lit.

Sheilds de Bretteville, an internationally exhibited graphic and
interior designer and feminist
educator with the Women's
Building Community Gallery in Los
Angeles will give a illustrated public
talk
on
"The
Implied
Viewer/User," Friday, April 21 at
3 p.m. in Room 2018 of the Fine
Arts Center. Admission is free.

SCHUTZ DEAN OF BEER T-SHUIT
Post Office Bo" 9750,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55195
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Please send me _ _ Dean of Beer TshJrl> ()eJSey

'~tyle '\'ilh %length sleeves.100%cotlon). Enclosed

" $4. )5 for each T·shirt. Make check or moneR
uc·' ll""
TSHIF\T
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mdcr payable to: SCHLITZ DIOAN

lJ ~t~l•l3hl 0 Mt:JH 401 0 1.142 441 0 XU46 4KJ
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From auto

workstudy's got it all
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by GAIL ROSENBLUM

Photobi'JamesFisher

Psychology experimenters are aided by Jon Arnsba.ry, a 21-year-old speech communications major.

With all 'bugs' ironed out

.

Studying dead bodies, blowing
glass. and cleaning animal cages are
just a few of the unusual jobs
· offered by UNM's work-study.
program.
Work-study 'Student Chuck
Gaines, 39, with the office of
medical investigators, assists in the
performance of autopsies.
Gaines helps in the autopsies of
individuals who died by suicide,
homocide, or by "other types of
suspicious or unnatural means."
The second-year nursing student
also prepares bodies to be sent to
the mortuary and photographs
mJunes found. on bodies for
documentation.
·Dr .. Allen Jones, assistant
medical investigator, said the hiring
of students il) this' area is based
piimaiily on the ability of the
student to "handle death and the
performance of autopsies."
Mark Silverstein, 23, has been a
glass-blower for the chemistry
department for one-and-one-half
years.
The studio art major grinds,
polishes; condenses, and repairs
· glass for use by chemistry students.
"I do a lot of dishwashing too,"
Silverstein said.

Silverstein said he had no.
previous experience with glassblowing before the work-study
position.
Arno Roensch. taught Silverstein
the art of glass-blowing, and said a
course in glass-blowing is offered
every semester at VNM. The course
is Chemistry 401, and is limited to
fourth year students majoring· in
arts and sciences. Approval by
Roensch is required to enter the
class.
On the second floor of the
psychology building, Jon Amsbary,
21, assists in the care of monkeys
and rats for psychology experiements.
The speech , communications
major feeds, weighs, and washes
cages of the 400 rats and' 70

The Zimmerman Library staff
hopes to have an electronic security
system installed with all the "bugs"
ironed out by next fall, said Sandra
Coleman, acting assistant dean of
readers' services.
The Tattle Tape System installed
at Zimmerman two years ago by
3M Corporation had to be removed
because of mechanical difficulties.

Electrical interference from the
fluorescent lights at the library
caused a malfunction in the security
system.
After investigation by the library
·staff, UNM architects and 3M
Corporation, a decision was made
to replace the lighting system in the
library. The decision was reached,
said Coleman, not only because of
the failure of the security system.
but because the lighting in the
middle part of the building has been
bad since the 1%0s when it was
installed.
The Tattle Tape System has been
operating sucessfully at the branch
libraries, Parish and Fine Arts,
since installation two years ago.

~
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groundskeepers to pull weeds and
water the campus throughout the
summer. she said.
The library always has a big turnover in the summer and has asked
for an increase in work-study help
for the summer, she said.
If these jobs don't appeal to you,
help is needed in supervising
chilrlrens' sports, surveying arc.haeological work in Mountainair

and Grants with the forest servi~e
and camp counselor.
Jobs as cooks, tutors, housesitters, typists, buspersons, laundry
aides,
fitness
instructors,
typesetters, and proofreaders are
always needed and offered through
the work-study program.
But hurry. Summer's only three
weeks away.

THE FOUR R's
Now that you've graduated from the first
three, you're ready to learn the 4th:
Reality.
Peace Corps/VISTA will teach you about
people and places you've only read of.

Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Infonnation Booth
Student Union
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Last Day Reps On Campus - Today!
Thursday, April 20

•

New security system planned for library
by CANDACE DILLABAUGH

monkeys with names such as .. restricts students to·· working no
Raquel, Lorraine, Country Willy, more than an .average of 20 hours·
and Bad Leroy Brown. What does each week during school. Students
he feed the monkeys? "Monkey can work full-time when not in
chow, of course," Amsbary said.
school, she said.
"I enjoy it here. It beats the hell
"More students are at minimum ·
out of shoveing books or cleaning wage, but if someone has the skills
tables," he said.
to do a job that starts at $2.80 an
Eligibility for· a work-study hour, then he will start at $2.80 an
student is determined by financial hour," Chartier said.
If the !-need-a-summer-job-blues
need.
Dorthy Chartier, assistant have hit, you might want to stop in
director of the program said, "The at the work-study office, Room
college scholarship service deter- 2111 of Mesa Vista, and submit an
mines the financial need of the app1ication to establish your
individual. We also consider the financial eligibility.
student's family resources, adSummer openings 'will be posted
ditional aid the individual is the first two weeks in May, Chartier
receiving, and we must of course said.
consider our own budget."
The physical plant has already
Chartier said that the budget requested 24 full-time work-study

The present security system at
Zimmerman, which involves having
a person constantly stationed at the
main door to watch for boo~s that
have not bee~ checked o~t, IS very
expensive, t1me-consummg a~d
inconvient for the user, said
Coleman.

Coleman. "In fact, it is hard to
. determine whether a missing book
has been stolen."
If the library has ever had a
complete collection inventory, there
is no record of it, she said. But
Special project inventories are
carried out periodically. .

Part of the collection at Zimmerman has been marked with the
security tape already. When a book
is check out, the tape is desensitized. This allows the user to pass
through the check-out station
without setting off an electroni.c
beeper.

An inventory of six "heavy-use"
areas, done in the spring and
summer of 1977, listed 182,885
volumes as missing. As of January,
only 10,104 were still missing.

The average loss rate for the
areas inventoried was five and a
half percent.
"It's not terrible," said
"We do not think a lot of people
are trying to steal books," said Coleman, "but it could be less."

'

'

The loss rates for the six inventoried categories are as follows:
Category

This Friday Night

Loss Rate Percentage

Biology
17.9
Statistics
12.5
Education
9. B
Recreation
7.4
Poetry and Drama
4.4
American Literature
3.9
Many books listed as missing are
not stolen, said Coleman. They
could be misplaced on the shelves,
in the "to be shelved" area, or at
the circulation desk.
The Tattle Tape System will serve
as a reminder to library users to
check out the books, said Coleman.
"The library staff members are
not police. We're here to encourage
the use of the library facilities and
to educate the user."

Greeks
evaluating
pd:tties
The Interfraternity Cuundl (IFC)
and the individual UNM fraternities are trying to determine
whether or not to have "open"
parties or to give parties only for
Greeks, said IFC advisor Karen
Abraham.

The problem surfaced several
weeks ago when Martin Terry, a
Farmington freshman, was killed in
a hit-and-run acciden.t in the
vicinity of where two fraternity
parties were being held.

In The

lOWlY
S!l!ltl
lu 'l'hc StudcuC l uion
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Photo by James Fisher

Mark Silverstein has bean a glass-blow9r for a year and a half, in the chemistry department under
the work-study program.

Striking bakers
wait for settlement
.

After almost six months on the
picket line, union strikers at Jill's
Bakery are now waiting for a
decision by a labor relations board
on a past election dtspute before
they can go back to work.
The dispute over the vote was
taken to the National Labor
Relations Board after Jill's
management challenged the validity
of 31 or the 104 ballots cast, said
Fred Gonzalez, president of Bakers
and Confectionary Workers Locai
351.
Gonzalez said Jill's challenged
the votes of workers it felt had
abandoned the strike or engaged in

Abraham said high school as well
as university students attend the
open parties and problems, like the
Terry accident, rcsul ted.

The election, held Feb. 23, was to
strike misconduct.
A report, issued last week by the decide whether the bakery's emboard, said 13 or the 31 challenged ployees would work in a union or
voates were recommended to be non-union shop, Gonzales said.
Management at Jill's denied to
void, and 15 to be valid.
comment on the number of workers
Peter Maydanis of the board said now employed. However, Gonzalez
three of the votes are still at issue. said the bakery has replaced
Maydan is said the regional striking employees with 5 nonrecommendation, which was sent to union workers.
the union and management, is
subject to the national board in
Gonzalez said the election is
Washington D.C., for final ap- decided in favor of the union, it will
proval.
·
be representing present employees
"We still have no idea how long in the next union contract
it will be before a decision is negotiations. Those workers who
reached," Gonzalez said.
went out on strike also would be
negotiating to be reinstated with
their previous classification,
Gonzalez said.
The union president said employees set up picket lines Nov. I,
1977, after management refused to
accept a contract, which included
more benefits and higher wages.

She said the IFC is trying to
evaluate the problem and arrive at a
means ol' identifying Greeks at
parties.

Join the

tiiiMiit .

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

,,

The Fantastic Show
and Dance Group

r:mll:!alz
Photo by Jeanette King

Strike is going on, but graffiti is wrong
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Mary
Lou
Walker,
a
spokeswoman for the union, said
employees are asking for an increase of .80 an hour for better
dental and mdical insurance. She
said the union also is asking for a
wage increase of .40 an hour.
Walker said Jill'~ Bakery, 1008
Coal SE, produces breads and
pastries wh;,;h nrc sold at Jill's and
at several local Foodway and
Safeway stores.
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Leo ·Romero Speaks
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The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series will present a reading by New Mexican
poet Leo . Romero on Thursday, April 20 in the Humanities Building
Theater on the UNM campus at 8:00 p. m, As with all Poetry Series events,
the admission is free and all are welcome.
Leo Romero works for the Social Security ,Administration in Clovis,
New Mexico. His manuscript of poems, Agua Negra, is set in norther New
Mexico where he was born and raised. Many of the poems have appeared
in literary magazines. "Una Cancion de Flores" appeared in Puerto del
Sol. "Outside the Door" and "Estrellita's Lip~" were printed in The San
Marcos Review. "A Widow's Dance" and "Not of the Soil" are due to
appear shortly in a chapbook called During the Growing Seasons. "The
Rooster," "Breath of Flowers," and "The Sorrowful Madonna" were
included in the anthology The Indian Rio Grande. ·
For more inform;~tion contact Robert Spiegel- 268-0320

Okies
~£JJf[P

A gradua:e of Highlands
University, with a B.A. in social
work and a minor in music, she has
been attending UNM part-time for
a year now. She finds it very eX·
citing to be taking lessons again and
learning new techniques,

Married for the past three years,
Elaine currently has between 40 and
50 private students and wants to
continue teaching privately. Not
primarily a classical teacher, she
tea.ches many different styles.

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

daily 11-3

PhOto by Goorgo Gesner

Hecutswlng Is the new bo.nd In town.

With A Heatt Fot Swing
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Hog's Breath Saloon
25c Drink Specials 8-9 M-F
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
newly remodeled

·

Un]lpy Hour

2 f(lJ' 1
4,3(~7:00

~tonday ~ight dart tournament
llild door prJzcs

~ft~

J. \.screen

COSMIC ~HARLIE eoming soon
Brand new wood dance floor
lunches served daily 10am-4pm
phone 881-8233

4800 San :\1atco X.E.

sick and tired of spending a
University Store I'm
fortune
on tapes and records
2222 Central S.E. and rm not going to take it
255-2225
anymore!
ffion.-Thura.I0-10
Fri. Sat. 10-12
"Gett~n Bette11"
Sun. 12-6
AS~ The Time"

Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
266-9887
ffion.-Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-6

There's a new band in town.
Although it may seem surprising
that a band this new could sound as
though they've been together for
years, look at Heartswing's line up:
Christine Albert on vocals and
rhythm guitar; Donna Sue Pence on
vocals and piano, both women
coming from the Ozone Express; on
guitar is the ever rambling Bobby
Goldstein, who has been a member
of, or has sat in with, most bands in
town; Steve Keith, a founding
member of the Last Mile Ramblers
and back-up banjo and fiddle
player for Jerry Jeff Walker and
Mason Williams; plus Woody
Thompson on drums and Steve
Lindsay on bass, both of whom
have played with a number of New
Mexican bands. Although Heartswing was formed less than three
month5 ago, these seasoned
musicians have already developed
into a tight, cohesive and distinctively flavored group -which resists
catagories. Heartswing is able to
both keep the western swing
dancers happy and still avoid the
typecasting of a western swing
band. This band is what Ozone
Express always promised to be but
didn't quite have the controlled
energy and substantial bottom to
fully become.
Perhap< !he moM strikingly
distinctive quality to Heart~wing's
mmic j<, the vocal harmony of
Donna
and
Chrbtine.
lmtrumentally this is an excellent
band for sure, but it is the harmonies that give Heartswing its
unmistakable identity. "The vocals

are the only thing that's really the beats; everybody in the band is.
different. Plus, female energy is This has the potential to develop
different. It's more subtle," said into a really good swing band;
Donna Sue Pence.
everybody could do it musically,
Heartswing has already worked but we want to keep it varied.
original material into its repertoire,
"Swing's not new anymore,"
three songs by Steve Keith and one added Donna.
by Christine Albert. The band is
"It's a good feel, but tliere's too
planning on adding more, not only much other stuff happening," said
by band member but also by other Christine.
local songwriters.
"And if you get too specialized
"This area is a goldmine for you can get yourself in a hole," said
songwriters," said Christine. "It's Donna.
a waste not to soak it up. Lisa
"With the Ozone we did some
Gilkyson writes really good songs. rock and roll and Maria Muldar. It ,
She plays one night a week in Santa wasn't very much, but what little I
Fe. A certain amount of people are did sing, I really do miss," said
.
exposed to her tunes, if more Christine.
"I'd like to do much more
people were it would be nothing but
positive for her and everybody. arrangmeents, a lot of vocals, a lol
They need to be played and they of melodic sluff rather than your
basic, I ,4,5," said Donna.
just haven't been."
Whatever direction this group
Since most of the band members
have played in western swing moves in, the quality of the music
bands, I asked whether Heartswing, will definite!v be impressive.
given the name and all, was Hcartswing is one of the very few
planning to play primarily swing area groups to emerge so fully
music. "No, not at <:<II," said realized. When I hear "Bye Bye
Christine, "It ended up that we've Blues" or "Seven Lonely Nights,"
been playing, for four weeks, with I'm amazed by how completely
these same tunes. We're realizing unique the sound is, especially the
they're all swing, shuffles and two- vocals. This along with an excellent
.,~teps, very few rock or kick-beat line-up of musicians makes for a
tunes. I really want to keep the group well wortl! some real atS\\ing, but I'm getting bored with tention.

"I think the classics have been
required for so long," she says,
"that students automatically reject
them. Many of my students regard
playing the piano as a hobby, and it
is more important for them to be
playing the type of music they are
interested in."
Every few weeks, however,
Elaine performs some of the
classics for her students and, as a
result, some begin to evidence an
interest. The final choice of
repertoire is left up to the student.
Elaine is now applying for a place
in the "Artists in the Schools
Program" sponsored by the New
Mexico Arts Commission. A
general program for which both
~chools and individual artists apply,
it exposes school children to performing and creative excellence in
many fields.
"I would try to provide role
models for young girls," she exJllains, "as a '~ol\lan playing nontraditional or unusual instruments
for women, such as jan
saX<lphonc. I would like to take a
ver~atilc approach in exposing them
to all different kinds of music
Spanish, Mexican, classical, jan
and pop. ParticiJlation w<iuld be
important, too, whether the
children used rhythm instruments
or just explored ~nd e'\periemcnted
on others."
Elaine
plays
piano
and
saxophone (alto and soprano), also
accordion and Out e. A composer as
well as accomplished musidan, she
had a chance to perform one of her
works recently, both on TV and
radio.

\

"Ellie's Waltz," written for
piano and saxophone, was aired on
KUNM Radio March 5 as part of
KUNM's celebration of the
Women's Forum, and last week the
performance was scheduled for
UNM Voices, KNME-TV. She has
also performed· al the reputable
Mirror Lounge.
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music In The Ttees
Boys in the Trees
Carty Simon
ElelctralAsylum 6 E-12 8

Editor's note: UNM Student Mini-·
View is a new feature in the LOBO
Arts Section.
By JANE QUESNEL
KUNM Radio announcer Elaine
Stewart loves music · all kinds of
music - and it is this love which has
brought her to UNM to work
toward a second degree, a
Bachelor's of Music in Keyboard
Pedagogy.
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Stee/eye Span

No.Stotm, No Fotce
Storm Force Ten
Steeleye Span
Chrysalis CHR-1 151
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
The music on Steel eye Span's Storm Force Ten is traditional in respect to
both England and Steeleye Span itself- trditional with its most stilted
connotation.
We've heard it before; Steel eye Sp'an has played it before. The members
sound hopelessly bored here, as if they're just trying to get through it.
Consequently, the album is impossibly unlistenable.
On a couple of the reels the band manages to overcome the drudgery a
bit, but unfortunately these pieces are short lived. It comes right back to
the sludge. Steel eye Span is not a commercial band by any means, so they
cannot even rely on formula. When you put yourself in the position of
doing music which is both different and of its own tradition, a tradition of
seemingly marginal interest at that, you gotta be great to be good.
One of the absolutely commendable qual ties of Steeleye Span has been
their <Obility to do this, and do it quite naturally. But on Storm Force Ten it
just isn't happening. Where' s the storm? Where' s the force?

By JANE QUESNEL
.
.
.With a httl~ help from her
fnends, Carl~ Simon .has cut a new
album. that IS certai.nly her best
collection of matenal to date.
Husband James Taylor and sister
Lucy Simon assist, r?unded o.ut by
so~e of t~e best sesswns men m the
busmess, I.e. Steve Gadd, Cornell
Dupree, Richard Tee, Gordon
Edwards and the Brecker Brothers.
"Boys in the Trees" genuinely
deserves its status as ti tie cut. A
wistful, introspect! ve atmosphere
prevails, helped by the use of
recorders, and Taylor joins Simon
on the background vocals.
Simon and Taylor's rendition of
"Devoted to You" is a trip back to
the Nashville of the 1950's.
While "De Bat(Fly in my Face)"
is a cutesy Calypso-styled number
by Simon with excellent vocal
arrangements by Taylor, the final
cut is the album's top song.
"Haunting", another Simon
original, is aptly described by the
title. Most listeners will want to

hear this number again before
flipping the disc to side two .
Although the second side is not
as strong as the first, there are
several outstanding numbers.
"Tranquillo(melt My
Heart)"
starts the side off with a fast and
funky beat, "You're the One" is
another beautifil Simon ballad,
while her rendition of Taylor's
"One Man Woman" lends another
bit of versatility to the album.
"For Old Time's Sake" wraps
the album up quite nicely and for
our sake, let's hope that ali of Carly
Simon's albums continue to
flourish in this way
·
-

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

01?W
HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

Compiled By ROBERT SPIEGEL
l'lil1side: It's gonna be a "funky disco dynamite show and dance band" at
UNM's own Subway Station in the basement of the SUB this Friday
night.
Gold Rush: Tmny, '1\Jnl and the boys have brought their tequila back to
the Apollo Lounge on San Mateo ju~t south of Lomas. Watch out of the
MvMerious Rhinestone Harmonica player and keep Parrott away from
the booze. When intoxicated there's no stoppoing him.
Mnrho Power: The "real" men are still keeping their stand on stage at the
.
l.atin Quarter on west central through Sunday.
The C'\ams: These strange, but nice, folks WillJierpetuate the weirdness at
Okie's this Friday night. "Alright, New Mexkll, let's all get together and
leave!" Come to the clambake.
Tony Marsh and Honeywood: Mellow yom.~elf' d\JWn at Okie's this
Saturdav with H:ouevwood. It's a Marshmcllnw world!
Tecoma: ·A turquoi~e ntargucrita? Kinda country, kind a not, at Chelsea
Street l'uh in the Coronado Mall through the weekend .
Sneak l're~icw: How long can a name like this last? Disc<l funk blasts for
the dan.:crs in the Fogg's Bar in the Albuquerque Inn downtown through
Saturday.
L&L: A fi\e-piecc group has taken the stage at the Monastary Inn on
Eubank and Menual through the weekend. They're loose and lively.
Likel)· Story: They were once called t\lar~. but that's a likely story. Oh,
I've been around George too long. LPud rock and roll at the Establishrncnt in Montgomery Plaza.
l'alent Pending: High-charged vocah ~mround the dancing beat of Patent
Pending at the Friar's East on Wyoming just north of the freeway
through Saturday.
H. Hopper: Rock and roll is back on stage at Alfalfa's, on Lomas between
Washington and San Mateo, through the weekend.
Old Scmtch: Some fast dancing will stop the ail-day itches at Ned's on
Central through Saturday. This El Paso group is top notch.
Sltowdown: You'll never recognize the place. Not only have they changed
the setting, but they've brought in Showdown at Hello Hello on east
Central, where the Headquarters was.
.
l'urc Prairie LeagUI) and Amazing Rhythm Aces are surpnse guests at
Popejoy Hall tonight at 8 p.m. It should be a good one.

SILVER BEARS
They were after silver and they ~-truck gold.
Shttc. 1-'nda\. 12-50-3 00-5.
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Chtlstlne Albcut

Marron Hall
Room105

ATTENTION
Graduate Student
Final S.R.R.C. meeting mon. mo._y 1
We will consider a.ll summer
pcoposa.ls for funding.
You must get them in on time or ,you
will ha.ve to wo.it until next fall.
forms available o.t G.S.A. offk·e
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f Lobos Clip Northeastern's Wings
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ternoon 22-2. It was the second day
in a row that the Lobos scored over
twenty runs against the Eagles (the
Lobos won 24-9 Monday).
The Lobos used a strong pitching
performance from four different
hurlers in the victory~ Danny Muth

By MARK SMITH

The UNM baseball team tuned
up for their big series against the
University of Texas El Paso Miners
ihis weekend by destroying Northea stern . University Tuesday af·
·
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3 Blocks West OfOkie's

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA

started on the mound for UNM and
threw three innings, while Matt
Mahaffey, Bob Rivera, and Bruce
Barber each tossed two innings.
Coach Vince Cappelli wanted to
use various pitchers in preparing
for this weekend's games. He also
played just about everyone on the
team in the rout, which raised
UNM's record to 25-17.
Cappelli was especialy pleased
with freshman Mark Bircn who
played well at first base.
.
This week's series with UTEP is
big if the Lobos are going to get
started in the Western Athletic
Conference race. They currently
stand at 0-6, but could have been 42 with a couple of breaks. The
Miners are 1-5 in the WAC and 2316 overijll. Tbey have just come off of a strong series with powerful
Arizona in which they won one of
three games and played well
overall.
The pitching has been weak
overall this year for UTEP, as they
are giving up over six runs a game
as an average.
Coach Cappelli says of UTEP,
"They have a good strong ball club
and have improved a lot from last
year. It will be a tough series, and
our pitching will tell the story. If we
throw good we're in good shape-if
not, we're in trouble."
"Troube" was the word for it
last week when the Lobo's pitching
folded against Arizona State. The
Sun Devils broke out of two close
games b"y ripping Lobo. relief
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Photo by James Fisher

The Eagles crossed the plate 11 times in two games, while
the Lobos scored 46.
pitchers in the late innings, and
scored a total of 47 runs in the three
games.
Cappelli said they played well
with ASU in two of the games, but
he couldn't find a "stopper" late in
the contests. "The relief pitching
has had me concerned all year, and
it was our downfall against ASU.
They were an excellent ball club and
we did well against them until our
pitching broke down," he said.
Although being six games out of
the race, Cappelli isn't quitting.

"We're still taking one game at a
time, but who knows what will
happen after this weekend. Arizona
and ASU have to play each other
six times still. After this weekend
the standings could be back to
where they were a week ago. But we
have to play our best, because we
have to come from behind."
The games against Texas El Paso
are scheduled for Friday at 7:00,
then a double header starting at
5:00 Saturday. All three games will
be al the Sports Stadium.

. UNM Club To Play Table ·Tennis
Intense Rugby Game In IJNM Gym
By RAY GLASS
UNM ruggers compete Saturday
in a short~r, inteme version of their
usual game at the Sevens Tournament in Las Cruces.
Sevens rugby has only seven
players per side, as opposed to
normal 15-man sides, and the game
has seven-minute halves instead of
45-minute halves.
"With seven players on a side,
the game has more scoring," said
Lobo captain Hank Crumpton.
"But with only 14 minutes, the play
is more intense than usual. It's a
more exciting game."
UNM will compete in the doubleelimination tournament with 19
other teams, including defending
champion El Paso and teams from
Texas and Arizona which are not in
the Rio Grande Rugby Union.
"We have a pretty good seven
side, but in this game one mistake

and you lose the game,'' said Lobo
Richard Brown. '
The ruggers go into the tournament competition coming off
their most lopsided win of the
season, a 31-4 trouncing of Farmington last Saturday in which six
players contrib!Jted scores.
UNM dominated the game with
its serum while the backs played
outstandingly and didn't have any
dropped or bad passes Brown said.
Coach Harvey Alexander said,
"The play was good but there
wasn't much finesse involved. It
was just a head-knocking game."
Steve Leal scored two trys,
Richard Brown scored a try on a
pass from Bernie Dittenhofer.
Dittenhofer scored a try from his 25
yard pop-kick, Eric Heinicke and
Pat Toohey each scored a try and
Mike Lucero contributed two
conversion kicks and a penalty
kick.

Several of America's top table
tennis players will
be in
Albuquerque April 22 and 23 to
compete in the 3rd Annual Manzano Open. The professional
tournament, sponsored by All
Sports Trophies, is offering $I 250
in prize money and will be New
Mexico's richest competition.
I 00 competitors, including 2
members of the U.S. men's world
team, are expected to participate in
the nationally sanctioned event.
The tournament will be held at
Johnson Gymnasium on the UNM
campus and is being hosted by the
Albuquerque Table Tennis Club.
Play gets under way at 9:00 am
Saturday and Sunday and will be
continuous both days. The finals
are scheduled to start at 12 noon on
Sunday. Admission is free and the
public in invited to attend.
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Spiderman' To Play
With "Machine G.un'
1

The best time to buy life insurance is
when you're young. Because the
premiums are lower. They're prorated
over a longer life span.
But that's also the time you can least
afford an expensive mistake.
Two good reasons to talk to someone wtio can build you a practical
program. Not just sell you a policy.

Rudy Hcupet
120 Vo.sso.r Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque, N.m. 87106 0

c505) 255-1613

n

southwestel"'n Uf'e

ThA911-t&-pei!Ae~~~lJlt}ire tJ&~ 75~eoM.

A young man called "Machine Gun", another young man called
"Spiderman", along with another young man, from the same home as
UNM basketball master Marvin Johnson, will all come together to play
some basketbalL
The Wendy's Basketball Classic will bring high school basketball players
f(om the Southwest and put them in a tournament against each other April
21 and 22 at Highland High School.
Freddy "Machine Gun" Thompson, direct from Las Vegas High School
where he was an All-American, had a 30.2 point per game average.
DeRidder, Louisiana, who generously gave the Lobos "Automatic"
Johnson, has now produced 6-6 Mike Sanders.
Mike "Spiderman" Burns, a 6-7 All-State choice from Nevada,
averaged 21.9 points a game.
Another prepstcr from Nevada, Hal Welch a 6-1 guard is known for his
ability to put the ball in the hoop, as he has a 30.5 average and has two 50·
point performances to his credit.
Jerry Davis, a 6·6 210-pound high school star from Corpus Christi
Texas, is one prepster being looked at by UNM as a potential future Lobo.
Tickets for the Classic are $2.50 per night, with a doubleheader to be
played both nights beginning at 7 p.m.
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SHE WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open your
letters·· but she'll hear from yo"u if you say it here.
04/28
ONLY 6 MORE isSues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day'$ paper. Stop by Marron H~ll. Room 105 to
place your ad.
• 04/28
CONTACTS1?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Oplical Company. 255-8736 -

tfn

z

N

GENERAL CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets

Q)

1!.1

~

0..

•

PERSONALS

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, st_erilization, abonion, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28

~

-···

.1.

now available, SUB Box Office;, $2.50.

tfn

•CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!

tfn
PERRY'S PIZZA, DEEP DISH Pizza by the slice
and pnn. WE DELIVER. £'all 843-9750, (Across
from UNM).
04/21
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)-- Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
perccm 'bff)--cigarette lighters (20 per ecru ofl),
Transparent window de~als (rainbows). All at Pipe {it.
Tobacco Road, to7B Cornell SE, M-FS-6.
04128
ANNOUNCING, W.O. OANZERLA designer of
contemporary gold & silver jewelry, now located at
Pipe & Tobacco Road, J07B Cornell SE, 268-7.578.
04/21
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doberman,
~ 266-0863, afternoons.
04128
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, p-rinting,
Fine-grain or push-processing. of film. Contact sheets
or Ctlstom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuqucrque,,reasonable
prices. Advice if asked. A-Photographer. 265-2444,
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04128
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Ca11265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girurd Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
04/28
HI LEONARD.
04/24
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
campaign work with "People for Pete Domenici."
Coll268·2476.
04/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE wilh our tools and
~rands, Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/28
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hilton
Inn, April21 ,22,23,
04/21
"IN THE WAGER you bet your life."
04/20
GONNA BOOGJE TONITE? Ned's has Old Scratch
for da11cing until2 am.
04/20
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. Ncar UNM. 266-9291.
04126
HOT PUPPIES FLYNN!
04/20
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pick up some
dl<;count movie ticketo;? They're good at any G.C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. $2.50 at the SUB
0
tfn
Box Office.
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psy"hiatrist
Di.ln Damak, Phyo;idan for the mind, man for the
'iOUI, on death nnd dying April 26-, 1978, 7:30 pm,
Biology 100.
04125

ACROSS
desks
52 Cain's vic1 Animal's
dwelling
lim
5 -·--- toothed 54 Tanker
tiger
55 Wave
59 Ba1ttery
10 ----off·
U h ·
po es
n. appy
63 Uproar
14 ": smgle
64 "You are
t1me
...
wrong 1 · 4
15 Green as
grass
words
16 Nimbus
66 English
17 Alone
composer
67 Role player
19 Of Gaels
20 Cream of
68 Work to get
69 Fru1t
Yorkshire
21 Tall struc- 70 city
tures
Scott:
23 USSR citY 71 -·-·
Historic
25 Lily
, slave
26 ------ -one's own
DOWN
shadow
1 Boor
30 Time period 2 "The King
34 weight
and I':
allowances
character
35 Subdued
3 Froster
37 Numerical
4 Return to
prefix
normal
38Wood
5 Breathed
39 Hunting
noisily
dogs
6 European
42 Heart
river
43 Toby
7 Small
beverages
amounts
45 Increase
8 Newts
abnormally 9 Ohewho
46 Beautify
wins back
48 Zany
1 0 Ducks on--50 Reading

LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal service, Free ·
10 engraving. free safely inspcclion. Low prices,
tool Water bottle with mount: or~ly $1.75. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 off. Expert repairs, .Richmond
Bicycle Supply, 266-1611, Kevin.
04/26
SAVE THE SEALS MEETING·..ANBank, Central
and Wa!illingtou. Thursday, April 20th at 7:.30 pm .
For informatron--883.-3789,
04/20
PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS: Pearl .
Spears-Gray o( Oregon State University will be on
C!J.mplis from 3-5 pm Monday, Apri124 to interview
sructents interested In gradua\e Sludy. Oregon Stale
University offers cxccHcnt graduate study programs.
Contact· George L. Sandoval, Department of
Fimincial Aid· ~nd Career Jnformalion, Mesa Vista
Hall Smuh, for further information.
04/24
FREDDIE LAKER JR. Who is Mary Schwering? l
am jealous. Your secret admirer.
04/21
HURRAH FOR DAMON'S CLONES!
(l4/20
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER offers Free Pcrsonnlity and 1,Q. Testing and Evalu~tioils, Church of
. Scientology, 271·2 Carlisle NE, 26.5·9544.
04/28
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ARTHUR E. Still good at27!
May you have many more good years! Just me. 04/20
SAE ALUMS--PATRICK Murphy will arrive today,
Formal reception to follow next week. Contact Dave
Gallagher 243-099.5.
tfn
EVER WANTED. TO RIDE in a wheelchair? Come
to DOC's Spring Awareness Carnival on Monday
April- 24' on the mall. Wheelchair races, o-bstacle
courses, and timed events for non-disabled persons.
Challenge your friends---enemies, Prizes, publicity,
nnli ~pccial $15'ca~h award.
04t24
t:OLLELiE ROMANCE IN lhC woods. See "More
Acts of Passion," Bill I April 24,26,28 UNM's
E:.;periment31 Theatre,
04120

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277-.5907.
ss
LOST: BLACK CARD case with UNM I D's, military
!D's, and other miscellaneous cards. Need
desperately, No questions asked. J!lne Quesnel, 2432368.
. 04/21
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on campus,
Call277~3256 at- 268·.5279, ask for Meave.
04/24
FOUND: LADIES WATCH, Westclox. Found near
Grand & University. Call766-7636, ask for LeriOra.
04/21
LOST: TI SR-40 Calculator, Reward. Call Eric, 2680295, .
04/25
LOST: BOOK I BEETHOVEN piano sonatas, in
Music Practice Room. Call John at 277~5988 after 9
pm. REWARD OFFERED.
04/20

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical.
scholastic. Charts & tables, 345·2125.
04/29
KJNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available, Call Tifn, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY proressional, 242-2266.
04/21
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special $9.38 per monthS X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U-Stor-11 Corp.
04125

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

11 Nobleman
1 2 Otherwise
13 Suffices
18 Gentle
touch
221 /
24 Gameoi
chance
26 Water vapor
2 7 "---- - spade

fully
44 Disperse
47 Removed
from office
49 fvlr. Burrows
51 Furniture
items
53 Footba ller
----- AIworth
55 Encase
"
56 Put on the
28 Furnished
payroll
guns
57 Inner
29 Disastrous ,
Hebrides is31 Ornamentation land
32 Fruit of the
58 Party
oak
spread
33 Tales
60 Not cheap
36 Boundaries
61 "Jane---·"
40 Outstanding 62 Enable to go
41 Satisfying
65 Seed vessel
8

12

13

EDITOR,IAL SERVICE; AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/25
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices, 881-4213.
04128
VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT e·nsincs, tran~
llmissions, carbs; Mlke247~9083,.
04/20
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10. You buy parts. Bob, 26.54054,265-3225.
04/21
BICYCLES!! I BEFORE YOU buy a bicycle, check
out. our prices & quality at The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
SE, 842-9100,
04/24
TYPING, TRANSCRIBING--296-3 138 after 3;00,
04/28
BICYCLES!II PREPARE FOR the Rio Grande
Valley Tour. This week's repair sp~cial is a<'must!!
For details, The Bike Shop, 842-9100,
04124
TYPING 243-5117.
04128
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298-7147,
04/26

4.

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, under:ground parking, Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 2411-2881.
04120.
STUDENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $150,262-17.51, Valley
Rentals, S30 fee.
04121
BIKE TO CLASS, fully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pets $11.5. 262-17.5 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
04/21
BEAT THIS I bedroom, cottage, applianccs 1$35, no
lease. Caii262-17.S I, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
04/21
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities.
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254.
04/28
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean qL1ict place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids.
883-8155,
04/21
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
co-ed residence near campus, 3 meals daily, single &
double rooms. 247-2515.
04/21
2-BDRM, DEN, HOUSE w/FP, large yafd, freshly
decorated, Real nice! Near UNM/Bases, $32.5/mo.,
$125 DO. 382.5 Anderson SE. Call 256-9013 for
exclusive showing,
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTGD BY May I. $145 includes
utilities. Looking for responsible, neat female to
share my house. Carole, 262-0506.
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTED MAY through August.
$75.00 monthly. Call 266-9222.
04/25
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after' 3:00 pm
and some evenings in c;Jtchunge for room and board.
na.,emcnt apt, separate entrancc 1 close to University.
Car necessary, personal und work references
required, Call Landau's after 8 pm, 2.5.5-2635. 04/28
WANTED--CLEAN, QUIET person to share house;
partially furnished; front and back yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call 25.5-5735.
04n8
2-BDRM HOUSE, Pool, fireplace, spa. Share with
single lady, $100 utilities paid, Come over afternoons
and evenings, 2718 San Diego SE.
04/25
2-BDRM HOUSE to sublet May 15-A-ug. 15.
$225/mo. 266·8833.
tfn

5. FORSALE

SKIIS CHEAP l pr. Fischer, I pr. Han, like new. I
pr, San Georgio Boots, Size 10. All $60, 214 Cornell
SE, nis!Hs.
04/24

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS--Brand NeW··
complete home· fire protection system, MUST SELL,
Valued~~ $360, asking $190, <)f good offer. Life-time
guarantee. Movable unit if you move. For more.
details, call 883-8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00 pm and
Weekends.
·
t fn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassencsl UD; $3.25, UDXL; $4. Minimum 6,
Fircrfy, 256".1495.
04/28
1971 RENAULT 16, Runs good, air con d., AM, FM,
radio, a~.ttom, Cali26S-9650, Peter.
04120
1973 VW BUG FOR SALE. Qood condition. R~dio.
- Call Rachel at 843-7370 after6 pm,
•
04/20

6.

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-ro~md. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$12()0 monthly, cXpj!n~es paid, sightseeing. fr~e
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
NEED MONEY? WE need. you.· J.S hrs, per week.
3.)0/hr. Call294-2064,
04125

by ANNA POOLE

RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR~relief'manager u.
Sto.r-.lt Corp. Weekends plu~. Record keeping
required. For appointment call266-8580,
04125
$180 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCI,I~ARS! Start
Immediately. Free details, Hun!er, 1344A Balboa,
S~n Francisco, CA. 94118,
04/21

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE on blcycles and
accessories to make room for a new shipment of
Raleigh bi~ycles. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378.
04/21
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thunderbunder In like·
new condition. $1,250 or good offer. 843-9378, 04/21

The university architect and
the physical education department
chairman have finished preliminary
plans for a three-phase renovation
of Car lisle and Johnson Gymnasiums,

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
cooks and counter personnel, Work 4 days and havc4
days off. $2,65/hr. p~us commission, Apply MondayFriday 10-4 or Saturday 8-11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04/28
PART~TIME JOB GRADUATE students only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please·. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .5516 Mcnaul NE.
04128

GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 watts, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, screaming sustain.
Excellent condition, $1.50,00. 345-6074.
04/20
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. MUST sell, $300, 277-479),
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET--Rommel's Afrika
Korps. Mini ~:ondition. Must sell. Asking $1.50, 2432368.
04128
MAGNOVOX . RECORD PLAYER/SPEAKERS
$75. Good condition. Ca11299-9044 cv~nings, 04/21
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, baHcry, d!Hch, $12..50 or best offer. Mu~t sell.
Call88l-6852aftcr5pm.
04/21
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expcn bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265·5170.
04/28
MOTHER IN DESPERATE Financial crisis--must
sell children. Good companions, don't talk much.
Call grandparems, 883-9660,
QUALITY DOBERMAN PUPS, Dam current
A. W .D. R. Reserve National chan1p. 883~9660 or 2775251.
04120
SUZUKI GT 3.50, 1969, 9000 miles, Windshield,
bags. E~ccllcnl condition, $400. After 5 pm 344-2762.
04/27
1966 VW FOR SALE. Good engine, New tires. $500.
881~1832 afternoons, 268·27.56 evening~.
04/26
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service 1 accessories,
10-specd tune-up $B.OD.)J Moped, 3222 Cemral SE,
268-3949.
04/28
1%3 VW BUG. Good, economical in-town car. $325,
256-7705.
04/21
Tl 58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00. Call John
at277-598B afler9 pm.
tfn
1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic irans., AC,
.59,000 miles, AM/FM, new tires, clean. $3300. 8830253.
04124
1972 HONDA CLJ50, GOOD condition, $475.00.
Call266*5102 or 266-8320.
04124
'74 .TRIUMP<I TR-6, $34iN. 243-4601.
04124
TRIUMPH 750, '73. Excellent meChanical condjtiun,
fast!!! Best offer, 266-1.560,
04124

to get 3-phase renovation

EMPLOYMENT

7.

Adding lockers in Carlisle gym.
Dor_n 1-l_ooker, university .
architect, satd the entire remodeling
Building an intermediate floor
"!)light be 12 million to do all they above the basketball court in
say they need."·
Johnson Gym.

TRAVEL

Friday, April 21, 1978

MISCELLANEOUS

To promote solar energy

SOI.AR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255·3367, TODAY.
04120
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the-line. Slightly used but
still under warnmty. Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hemS; has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
$800, now $150 cash. 296-511.5.
0412.5
NOW IS THE. TIME to open your sutnmcr business
in Downtown Albuquerque. Start weekends or nonclass da)'s for $7.00. When you're ready, the rent is
$1()0,00/month/stall. Studios and offices al<;o
available: $35, $.50, $60, $125, $200 momh,
DOWNTOWt-<1 BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building,
Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
04121
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Saturday Al>ri122,
10-4 nnd Sunday April 23, 1-4, "at the Open Mind
Bookstore, Students. $20.00. Phone 262-0066. 04121
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
after 6 pm, Gary Abeyta.
04/24

:•
:•
:

•
•

•
•
•

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

Call or Write:
881-1687
7200 Menaul Boulevard
Albuquerque
New Mexico 8.7110.
Criterion
Insurance

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
:D Male
D Single
D Female D Married

•

Name

•

•

Address

•

City

State

•

Occupation

Spouse's Occupa1ion

•
•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS:
Been involved in an accident?
Yes EJ NoD How many? _______
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes['] NoD
Been convic1ed of a lrafiic violation? Yes GJ NoD How many?_---.---Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

•
•

••
•

•
•
•

Ap1 :t1
&

Zip

By MICHAEL P. McGUCKIN
May 3 is on a Wednesday but President Carter
declared it Sun Day.
Sun Day is the public awareness day for promoting
the utilization of solar energy.
President Carter is making a four city tour on May
3, making speeches on new federal legislation to
further the developement of solar energy.
The president will visiting Los Angeles, Portland
and Spokane, Wa. Carter will wind up his tour and
give a major speech launching the Sun Day campaign
at Golden, Colo.
David Miller, New Mexico Coordinator for Sun
Day, who has just returned from Washington, D.C.,
said New Mexicans will not be left out of the
festivities. Already planned are energy conferences,
workshops and energy fairs.
"We have· got to educate the citizens about the
importance of solar energy and to make the public
aware of the issues and benefits," he said.
Sun Day is designed to focus specifically on what

List all additional drivers rn your household:

a.m,
UNM has a functioning solar greenhouse at the
United Ministries office.
MiJier said the rising costs of fossil fuels plus public
alarm about environmental and safety hazards has
made consumers aware of the need for alternatives to
conventional household power sources.
··
"A whole new life is coming upon us, !t is time to
rethink our future and we must develop coalitions to
promote solar energy," he said.

Sun rays
dangerous
Since now is the time we begin
spending more time outside
"catching rays," it is also the time
to start thinking about protection
from excessive sun exposure.

••
•
•
•

The dangers of sunning depend
on the type of skin you have, but
Kerry Dalen at BCMC's Burn and
Trama Unit recommended that
everyone who spends time in the
sun this spring and summer wear a
sunblock.

••
•
•

•

•
•

Location of car if diflerent
from above address:
Car # 1 City
Stale-------Car #2 City
State

••

"·

"If you take it slowely until your
tan builds up," she explained, "the
chances are not as great for getting

•
•

cancer.''

•

Dalen suggested that someone
just beginning to work on a tan
should sun for only about 15-30
minutes daily.

••
•
•

"But it depends on the time of
day. If you go out between II a.m.
and 2 p.m., you will burn quicker,"
she said.

•
•
•

Aft~r you !<1!1 is built up, you
shouldn't spend more than one and
a half or two hours under the rays
daily, she said.

•
•

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY • • • • .

I
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Navajo woman acts
in movie filmed here
A Navajo psychology student
minoring in English at IJNM will be
appearing in the movie "Night
Wing," part of which is now being
filmed in Placitas, N.M,
Lena Keba Carr said she plays
the part of "a woman who is going
to have a baby" in the movie.
"Night Wing" is the story of a
southwest Indian reservation where
plague-ridden bats are killing
people.
Carr said she has participated in
acting workshops with the Performing Arts Collective in
Albuquerque, and has taken theater
courses at UNM.
Carr said that playing a role
allows her to explore feelings that
she might otherwise not have experiencea as a Native American
woman from a reservation.
Her son, Aaron, 15, shares his
mother's interest in the arts. Two of
his poems will appear in the soonto-be published anthology "The
Remembered Earth". The book
will be an anthology of works by
contemporary Indian writers.
Aaron Carr has had a children's

by CANDACE D. DILLABAUGH

Dalen said 'repeated sunburns are
the most dangerous.

•

dergraduate student and 30 peccnt
of the graduate population. For
UNM, this figure comes to 19,000
students which works out to
228,000 square feet.
"We should have 22 or 24
handball courts using this formula," Seidler said. "We have
four."
Phase two would be an addition
to Carlisle gym or Johnson gym
which would bring IJNM up to
national norms. Women's athletics
would be housed in the addition,
Seidler said.
Hooker said the financing was
"indefinite but the adminstration is
trying to figure out how to finance
this project.
"We are proceeding with our
architectural programs which are
written statments of need, the
building priorities and what goes
into the plan.''
Seidler wants the third phase to
use the area next to the gym, now a
parking lot, for further recreational
facilities.
Making the area an underground
parking lot, like the plaza downtown, the surface area on top could
be used for any type of facility the
department wanted, Seidler said.

story published in a magazine titled
"Sun Tracks", published at the
University of Arizona.

·~

Photo by James Fisher

Student gets movie part.

CLEP tests offer
credit opportunity

Although the sun's rays are most
dangerous to fair-skinned persons,
Dalen said, sunning causes periodic
changes in the cell structure of the
skin. If you spend excessive time in
the sun every summer for several
years, it can cause skin cancer.

••

ASUNM has announced the
budget referendum will be held
May2.

Miller termed ;• an information gap. It is going right
to thP. heart of the solar situation by focusing p•1blic
attention on solar energy, its technology and
economics.
One workshop will take place at the Civic Plaza in
downtown Albuquerque. Mayor Rusk will later an·
nounce city plans for utilizing solar energy, Miller
said.
On April 28, 29 and 30, tht> League of Women
Voters and the New Mexico Solar Energy Association
will sponsor a greenhouse workshop at Trumbull S.E .
The actual contruction will be Saturday, April29, at 8

•

Days per week driven to
work:
Car#1--Car#2One way mileage:
Car # 2 Car # 1

•
•

•
•

Age

Vote May2

Carter declares Sun Day

~a~ ~o~t~ =~'=~~~:_ ________C~~£~DX -•
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building is structurally sound but it
was built in 1928 and it needs some
reworking."
The reason for the remodeling,
Hooker said, is shortage of space.
"We are short in almost every
facility compared to other schools
in the Western Athletic Conference
such as the IJniversties of Colorado
and Utah."
Armond Seidler, professor and
director of facilities for the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
department, said the national norm
is 12 square feet for every un-

DAILY

RIDES AND RIDERS available at lntcrcoontinental
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving, 107 Girard SF,
265-9860.
04121

.:• Good news about
:• auto insurance for
: college students.

•-

Building a small gym for gymnastics in Johnson gym.
Building more handball and
raquetball courts in Johnson gym.
Enlargement of the weight lifting
room.
Enlargement of the combat
room.
Hooker said the Board of
Regents has accepted the rennovation plan as part of a list of
building_priorities.
Hooker said the plan for Carlisle
gym "would bring the building up
to present-day standards. The

New Mexico

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

We'd like to insure your car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
•
drivers.
•
Who are we? Criterion
•
Insurance Company is a dependable,
•
financially strong company offering
•
important benefits like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
•
•• and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you and your car,
• .
Like to know more? Call or
•
visit us today for a free, personal

Renovating the heating and
cooling systems of Johnson and
Carlisie Gyms,

V~n

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 1"07 Girard SE. 265-9860.
04/21
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL pas:;;cs, and
Europe:in summer event schedules available at
lntcrconlinen.tal Travel Centre. 107 Girard SE. 2556830.
04/21

8.

The first phase will cost $4.1
million and will include:
Repair of the roof in Carlisle
gym.
Restuccoi·ing the outside of
Carlisle gym.

>

Pholo by Mike McGuckin

Sun bathing can gGt you a great tan, but overexposure to the sun's
rays can also give you skin cancer.

The College-Level Examination
Program offers an opportunity to
earn college credit for knowledge
learned outside of traditional
academic channels, said Ann
Smith, Assistant director of the
UNM Tt>sting Division.
Regardless of how knowledge is
acquired, people of all ages and
backgrounds
can
obtain
·: recognition for college-level
achievement by taking the CLEP
credit-by-examination
test
administered by the College Entrance
Examination Board ..
UNM may grant a total of 30
semesters hours credit for the five
CLEP general examinations 111
English Composition, Humanities,
Mathematics, Natural and Social
Sciences and History. The one-hour
objective tests measure achievment
in the liberal arts and are worth six
credit hours each,
In addition to the general tests,
there are 18 CLEP subject
examinations with a total of 68
credit hours offered in the UNM
program, These tests measure
achievment in specific college-level

courses. They are 90-minute obj_ective tests with five subjects also
requiring a 90-minute essay.
UNM has participated in CLEP
for the last three years. Last year
more than 300 people took advantage of the program, said
Smith.
UNM has also particpated in
setting norms for some of the
CLEP language tests by using Clep
scores of college sophomores
enrolled in UNM language courses
to set national standards, said
Smith.
At IJNM, CLEP scores do not
figure in or detract from a student's
grade point average. But the person
must be affiliated with some
university to be awarded college
credit toward a specific degree.
Any student at IJNM with less
than 26 semester hours satisfactorialy completed is eligible to take
the CLEP general examination and
receive credit.
Anyone interested in taking the
CLEP examinations is required to
submit his application four weeks
prior to the examination date.
Exami'nations are administered the
thir,
· ~ach month at the UNM
Testing J.. ·.:..,n.

